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Abstract: Product quality is the group of features and characteristics that determines the capacity of the product to meet the specification 

requirements of a standard. It is defined as 'the ability to fulfil the customer's needs and expectations. Quality Metrics are a measurement 

of quality, where companies measure performance against quality standards to determine whether they are getting the expected result 

or not. By following quality metrics, we can find the weakness in a process or product which notifies a business of the necessity to 

correct areas of deficiency quickly. The quality metric also encourages pharmaceutical manufacturers to conduct robust quality measures 

of their products. Having quality metric data will allow it to “improve the efficiency and effectiveness” of the audit/inspection.  
 

Index Terms - Quality of product, FDA, Quality Matric. 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Quality matric are measurement of the value and performance of products, service and process. Quality matric are used to monitor 

overall quality of the pharmaceutical products. It also helps to improve product quality and implementing the quality culture in 

manufacturing facility. It’s useful in translating the needs of customers into performance measures that acceptable for both the 

manufacturing processes and products. Quality metrics data may lead to higher level of safety, efficacy, delivery and performance. 

 

1.1 Significance of quality metrics: 

The newest standard for assuring the manufacturer’s products is safe, effective, and of sufficient quality is compliance with current good 

manufacturing practice needs.  Quality metrics can contribute to a manufacturer’s ability to develop an effective pharmaceutical quality 

system because these data deliver insight into manufacturing performance and allows the identification of opportunities for updates and 

inventions to manufacturing practices. It also plays an important part in supplier selection and can inform the oversight of contract 

exercises and material suppliers, as well as support and determine applicable monitoring exercises to minimize supply chain disruptions. 

 

1.2 Role of quality matric in the pharmaceutical industry: 

The major role of quality matrices for the pharmaceutical industry is to direct running improvement works and monitor quality systems 

and processes during the manufacturing of product.    

 

1.3 The need for Quality Metrics:  

Metrics are used to drive enhancement and help businesses focus their people and resources on what’s important. The range of metrics 

that companies can employ varies from those that are obligatory – for legal, safety, or contractual purposes, to those that track increases 

in efficacy, reductions in complaints, less profits, and better savings. Overall, metrics should reflect and support the various strategies 

for all aspects of the organization, including finance, marketing, competition, ethics, or client requirements and expectations. 

  

1.4 Quality matrics used in FDA  

As part of FDA’s risk-based regulatory approaches, the agency was provided to develop and implement a Quality Metrics reporting 

program to support its quality surveillance activities. In this program, the FDA intends to analyse the quality metrics data submitted by 

establishments to: 

1. Obtain a more quantitative and objective measure of manufacturing quality and reliability at an establishment; 

2. Integrate the metrics and resulting analysis into FDA’s comprehensive quality surveillance program;  

3. Apply the results of the analysis to assist in identifying products at risk for quality problems. 

 

1.5 Elements of Quality metrics:   

Quality metrics may have elements such as client satisfaction, user ratings, failure rate, service quality, quality control, and defect rate.   

David Garvin, writing in" The Harvard Review," describes eight quality metrics, or” scope," used to frame and understand the 

contributions of quality to client satisfaction.   
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PERFORMANCE   

Performance metrics measure a product’s main functional characteristics. Performance traits generally include observable attributes, 

including time, speed, event handling, volume, order throughput, and consumable life. Overtly measurable and observable aspects are 

compared to former products, challenger products, or baselines as a basis for demonstrating earnings performance and meeting client 

specifications.  

 

FEATURES   

Features define the specific functional actions and services delivered by the product. Measuring features requires client specifications 

and an evaluation of whether product functionality supports the specifications. Metrics are generally double “yes/ no” counts that allow 

comparisons of anticipated product functionality.  

  

RELIABILITY  

Product and product use reliability measurements focus on the frequency of failure or probability of failure within a period. Reliability 

metrics also include the frequency of failure in batches or workflows. Failure measurements include event logging, mean averages of 

failures over time, failure rates per unit, defect encounters per batch, replacement frequency, and maintenance event frequency. 

 

CONFORMANCE  

Conformance metrics establish measures for comparing expected outcomes with current outcomes. Measurements include 

manufacturing defect rates, service call incidents, warranty claims, and returns. Conformance metrics used as an indicator of potential 

customer dissatisfaction include deviations from standards, spelling errors, localization failure, and poor construction that does not lead 

to repair or service calls. 

 

DURABILITY  

Durability metrics deal with measurable product life and the number of uses before a product is repaired or replaced. Measuring the 

proportion of failure event frequencies that result in product repair or replacement enables managers to gauge the durability of a 

product.  

 

SERVICEABILITY  

Serviceability primarily measures the ease of repair, but it includes the speed, courtesy, and competence of service personnel. 

Customers measure product quality not only by the frequency of product failure, but also by the amount of time before the product is 

restored to service, the wait time for service, the speed at which the repairs are completed, and the number of service calls required to 

complete a transaction. Subjective measures, such as the perceived competence of the service representative, call center support 

effectiveness, and ease of communication, all affect the derived serviceability of a product.  

  

AESTHETICS 

Aesthetics is a purely private metric when measuring quality. particular evaluation of product appeal to the physical senses reflects 

individual taste and preference. standard aesthetic metrics against a focus group from the targeted demographic seek to determine 

whether the product is likely to meet client prospects. High variation in particular tastes makes it difficult to directly prognosticate 

client satisfaction with this metric. 

 

PERCEPTION   

Perceived quality measures the impact of brand, perceived product continuity, images, and advertising on a consumer’s positivity-- or 

negativity- regarding the product. Private in nature, consumer checks are generally used to supply numerical scores of perceived rates.  

 

CAPTURING METRICS   

Capture metrics in both quantitative and qualitative analysis. Quantitative metrics and analysis use numerical data from which 

conclusions are drawn. Quantitative metrics include count data, event frequency, measures, and time. Qualitat ive analysis uses private 

data, frequently in numerical format, to estimate a hypothesis. Qualitative measures include opinions, passions, satisfaction levels, and 

prophetic behavioural reporting. 

 

1.6 Importance of product Quality 

To improving your product there are six reasons for importance of product quality: 

1) IT BUILDS TRUST WITH YOUR CLIENT  

Most businesses won’t succeed if they can’t make client trust; in numerous implicit deals are lost when brands fail to make deeper 

connections with prospective buyers. By discrepancy, when you gain the confidence and fidelity of consumers, you have further 

freedom to make opinions   similar as raising prices. Ensuring the best-quality products and services is a way to help you to get 

consumers to appreciate and believe in what you have to offer. Humanizing the company can also help clients connect with your 

brand. One way to do this is to make newsletters or social media posts that show updates and prints of what workers are working 

on. However, it’ll help them connect with your association further than they would with a faceless commercial reality, if clients 

begin to associate faces with your company. 

 

2) IT FUELS RECOMMENDATIONS   

Most people trust recommendations from friends and family for decisions. This is why, when it comes to affecting consumers, 

nothing comes around to beating word of mouth. Word- of- mouth recommendations can be a conclusive factor in both online and 

offline purchasing opinions. Friends and family want to know if someone analogous to them had a good experience with a product. 

The more advanced-quality product a company has to offer, the better chance they ’ll have at driving positive reviews, 

recommendations and shares between consumers. Setting up juggernauts to get people buzzing about a product was a great way to 
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spread recommendations by word. You can also respond to complaints or respect online to show that you give good client service, 

which is another aspect of high product quality. 

 

3) IT RESULTS IN FEWER CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS AND RETURNS 

Marketing studies have proved again and again that companies that produce high- quality products do further reprise business. 

Spending further time and money on perfecting a product before it hits the demand will minimize client complaints and returns. 

It’s common for merchandisers of high- quality brands to spend further to convert consumers to try their goods. The more successful 

companies are at pleasing   clients during their original experience with a product, the more likely they ’ll be to see replay purchases 

from those guests. Testing products with implicit clients or a market exploration group can help to produce a great product. Finally, 

people in these groups will give very honest opinions, and companies can use that feedback to make enhancements to their products. 

 

4) PEOPLE CARE ABOUT AESTHETICS   

One dimension of quality is the aesthetics, or how a product looks, feels, sounds, tastes and smells. example, a cupcake baking 

company pays close attention to these rates, and it shows in the shop’s bakery cupcake boxes. The colors, prints, shapes, textures 

and features make all the difference, and it’s what sets the brand piecemeal from its challengers. Clients notice these kinds of 

details, which can make or break a trade. 

 

5) IT PRODUCES A HIGHER ROI   

Studies show a strong positive association between quality and profitability. In fact, high quality produces an advanced return on 

investment (ROI) for any given share request. According to MIT Sloan Management Review, having smaller faults or field failures 

results in lower manufacturing and service costs, and as long as these profits exceed any increase in expenditures by the firm on 

disfigurement for entailment, profitability will ameliorate. In addition, enhancements in performance, features or other confines of 

quality lead to increased deals and larger market shares. However, it’s time to see if you can cut costs without importing quality, if 

a company has produced a quality product and has retailed it effectively. 

 

6) IT ALLOWS YOU TO GROW   

If your quality of the product was lacking at first, do not fret; that simply means there was room to grow, and that’s not necessarily 

a bad thing. By hearing your clients’ complaints or recommendations, you ’ll be telling them how   important you value their input 

and satisfaction. As you enhance quality, you'll strengthen your relationship with your clients. Oligency to grow is evidence 

you   watch about further than just making money. Your brand will become stronger and   further relatable, and you ’ll indeed find 

more ways to expand into new demands and meet new needs. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Quality metrics give the basis to enhanced threat-based principles to determine the applicable reporting order for post-imprimatur 

manufacturing changes and by collecting this data we can identify establishments that may pose significant hazards to consumers, similar 

as threats from unsafe products and medicine shortages. It is widely used in the pharmaceutical industry to monitor product quality. 
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